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President’s Letter

Writing a newsletter article every few months 
forces me to reflect on what’s happened with the 
APMM and the direction we’re going. While I can’t 
say it’s one of my favorite things to do, I like it for 
several reasons. One is it pushes me outside of my 
comfort zone. If I were to meet any of you one-on-
one I would enjoy talking with you and listening to 
your story, having a back and forth conversation. 
But with writing it’s a one way conversation and I 

find that difficult. Another reason I like writing to you is that hopefully I 
am communicating things you need to know about our organization. 

In March we had our 19th conference in Greenville, South Carolina. It was a 
great conference! I know that there are a few of you who understand what 
it takes to pull off an event like our conference. But for those that don’t, 
the massive amount of work and attention to detail is really all handled by 
one person. That person for us is Samanthi Martinez and I want to thank 
her again for doing such a fabulous job in keeping the show going.  
Thank You, Sam!  

Anyone who has been to one of the conferences knows once you get home 
and back in the swing of work that you have a renewed energy level. This 
year, for me that level is even higher. At the start of my second term as 
President, I see a lot of changes happening with the APMM. We have a 
new, highly energized Board of Directors who are starting to chip away 
at some of the challenges we have as an organization. We have identified 
three areas that we are focusing on and hope that you will help where  
you can.  

Our first initiative is revamping the APMM website. It’s been about 7 years 
since its last refresh and it’s definitely time for a new easier-to-use version. 
I’ve always thought that the content of the site was there, but it is just 
cumbersome to navigate. There has been an ongoing conversation by the 
Board about the website since the conference and we are moving forward 
with the changes.  
 
Another area we are trying to gain some traction with is the Maker 
Movement and how it relates to the APMM. This, to me, is really a no-
brainer. The members of the APMM are always willing to share ideas and 
techniques about model making. The Maker movement is really about the 
same thing, just at a grassroots level. We are working on ways to help                                                                                                               
                                                                                     (continued on page 2) 
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you get involved with your local maker spaces and maker faires. I would 
encourage all of you to make a trip to your local maker space and see 
what they’re all about.  
 
The third initiative is Social Media. I want to start here by saying that 
I’m old enough to have typed a paper on a typewriter using carbon 
paper to make a copy. I have used a pay phone because that was the 
only option, and listened to many a song pressed into a vinyl disk. One 
of my favorite things to do on a Sunday morning is to get up before 
anyone else, make coffee and quietly read the newspaper—not on a 
computer, but the actual printed paper. Now, much to my annoyance, 
the newspaper isn’t delivered every day to my door like it once was. 
And no amount of complaining to the local circulation desk has made it 
change, believe me I have tried. My point is that if we don’t embrace 
changes in the way we communicate with each other as an organization 
we will soon find ourselves going the way of the newspaper, pay phone 
and typewriter.  

We can either change or get left behind. I’m going to ask you all to start 
looking for ways to use social media in an effort to broaden the APMM’s 
reach. Pick a platform and follow it. I’m using Twitter and slowly making 
an effort to follow people. I think Joshua Munchow, our new VP of Social 
Media drove the point home to me with this comment “Who are going to 
be the new model makers in 5, 10, or 15 years? Not a bunch of 50-year 
old men and women who don’t see the value of social media. It’s going 
to be the ten-year-olds who are everywhere online and need only be 
introduced to something to spark a lifelong passion.” The value of social 
media is that it’s immediate and gets passed on to such a broad cross 
section of people, and when the message is about the APMM and model 
making more people are exposed to us and we grow. We need to change 
to keep the APMM relevant and growing. I hope you will all join me in 
embracing and leveraging new ways to bring model making out to the 
world.
Peter Mack, APMM President
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Cooper Hewitt 
Smithsonian Design 
Museum, NYC 
 
Models & Prototypes 
Gallery 
 
This new gallery is home 
to rotating installations 
showcasing the important 
role of design models and 
prototypes. 
 
The inaugural show features 
exceptional 18th and 19th 
century staircase and 
architectural models from 
the compagnonnage (group 
of companions) movement 
in France dating from the 
Middle Ages. 
 
Compagnonnage was an 
apprenticeship program that 
featured a combination of 
formal study along with the 
opportunity to teach craft 
and design skills. Apprentices 
worked in masters’ 
workshops by day and 
learned the art of geometric 
design drawing at night.  
 
The compagnon traveled to 
different masters in various 
French cities, over several 
years, to learn essential 
disciplines of design and 
craftsmanship. 
 
www.cooperhewitt.org/
2 E. 91st St, NY, NY 10128 

FACTOIDS: 
Total years experience of all the model makers who attended the 2016 
conference: 1,023 years 
 
Top Three Current Side/Personal Projects 
   1. Auto mechanics/restoration 
   2. Home remodeling/furniture restoration 
   3. Woodworking 
 
Top Three Hobbies 
   1. Outdoor activities (sports, hunting/fishing, biking, gardening) 
   2. Tinkering/Making (woodworking, art/music, jewelry making) 
   3. Social time with beer and/or wine 
 
Top Three Conferences 
   1. Greenville 2016 
   2. San Jose 2014 
   3. Boston 2010

www.cooperhewitt.org


Greenville Conference Report

Tours of 3D Systems, Velux, and Clemson University ICAR 
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One of the tours during the Greenville Conference 
was to 3D Systems to see what was happening in the 
world of additive manufacturing. As it turns out, a 
lot! 
 

The tour started with a couple of talks and videos 
about 3D printing in general and the history of 3D 
Systems. The company was founded in 1986 by Chuck 
Hull, the inventor of the SLA process. The original 
SLA printer was right there in the corner of the 
room (instead of the Smithsonian, where it probably 
belongs.) They gave us the timeline of when various 
technologies were deployed (without mentioning 
the company they acquired who originated it, like 
Z-Corp with full-color printing, for example.) It 
was interesting to see how similar to each other 
the equipment and materials that 3D Systems and 
Stratasys/Objet are becoming. Both offer “alloys” 
of hard and flexible materials to provide a range of 
durometers, for example. 
 
Next we moved on to the showroom. 

We saw printers both large... 
 

ProX 950 SLA - 7 feet tall with a 59 x 30 x 22” build volume. 
 

And small... 
 
Projet 1200 SLA - 
9x9x14” high. (That’s the printer 
size, not the build volume) 
 
 

One of those two 
printers made a full- 
size V10 engine block. 
Hint: it was all in  
one piece.

Submitted by Bruce Willey



Greenville Conference Report
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The second tour was to Velux and Clemson University 
ICAR. We started by dropping in on our pals Jeff and 
Al to see their design studio, testing lab and huge 
factory where they produce skylights, light tunnels, 
roof windows and blinds for the roof-mounted 
products. They have a nice, well-lit (natch) space to 
work in. They’ve got the usual assortment of shop 
stuff, but also some esoteric equipment, like the 
machine that made custom gasket extrusions. The 
most fun thing was the artificial hurricane they use to 
test the weather resistance of their products. 
 

Here it is blasting a skylight. Check out 
#apmmconf2016 on Twitter for a video! 

 

We also saw their full-body 3D scanner but  
sadly/luckily, nobody got themselves replicated. 
 

We were given a demo on using their Geomagic 
Capture scanner (far left on desk) with their Tech 3D 
Stylus to scan and manipulate objects in real time. 
 
You know that feeling when you almost destroy an 
irreplaceable or priceless object? Our guide told 
us about how 3D Systems made the first ever 3D 
printed part using meteorite metal. It was made to 
demonstrate the feasibility of manufacturing with 
asteroids in space. As you probably know, you can’t 
just order meteorites in a specific size from MSC.  
The part was delivered to their headquartes after it 
was done and our tour guide was the one to open the 
box. He didn’t know what it was, he told us, and was 
casually holding it. He described that feeling really 
well. Shown here is a picture of the part that I found 
online.



Greenville Conference Report
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It’s even portable so they can have hurricanes 
wherever they want. They also had a compressed-air 
cannon to shoot a 2x4 shooter at skylights for testing 
impact resistance, and they put skylights under 
pressure differentials to see if the seals would fail. 
 
Next we went to Clemson University’s International 
Center for Automotive Research (ICAR #luckyacronym) 
Campbell Graduate Engineering Center (CGEC 
#can’twinthemall) where teams of students work on 
future generations of cars for almost all of the big 
manufacturers. 
 

We saw dozens of late model cars, usually in the 
middle of being taken apart and modified.

Here’s one being designed to maximize hatchback 
hauling space and teach people valuable lessons 
about aerodynamics on the freeway. 
 
This sporty little car is surprisingly roomy inside... 
 

Yes, there are 3 separate seats in the back! Rejoice, 
3rd children and 5th wheels everywhere! 
 

It was amazing to see what kind of technology these 
students have access to. 
 
We visited Synergy Mill, Greenville’s new 
Makerspace. (Photo from their Facebook page.) 
 

Their aim is to give local people exposure to much 
of the same technology we saw and talked about all 
weekend. Two of their founding members attended 
the conference on Saturday and invited us all over 
for a beer! it looks like Synergy Mill and TTI/Ryobi 
made a connection over the weekend, judging by 
the Ryobi boxes shown in one of Synergy Mill’s more 
recent photos on Facebook. 
 
You can see more pictures and descriptions of our 
tours and other conference activities on the APMM’s 
Facebook page and on Twitter under the handle  
@apmodelmakers.



Greenville Conference Report

Tours of TTI Ryobi and BMW Assembly Line 
 
submitted by Audrey Farrell

TTI Ryobi, Anderson, SC 
 
One of our Friday tours was to TTI, which is a 
worldwide company of power tools, including 
Ryobi, Craftsman, Milwaukee, Hoover, and 
Oreck. 
 
The division we visited focuses on Ryobi. TTI has 
headquarters in Hong Kong and the products are 
made in China. They design here in the US with 
counterparts in Asia. The product is designed to 
fold up and fit into the smallest amount of space 
and in the lightest box that’s stackable so it’s 
more efficient to load into containers and ship 
overseas. Home Depot is the main customer for 
Ryobi tools. 
 
The company does everything in-house for 
proprietary reasons, including photography of 
models, videos, advertising, websites, etc. We 
visited the battery workshop where they design 
and test circuits for rechargeable batteries, the 
photography studio, the design innovation group, 
and the model shop. The model shop does metal 
work, welding, bonding metal, rapid prototyping, 
and they have a large walk-in paint booth. 

BMW Factory Assembly Line 
 
The BMW assembly line is an example of German 
engineering, precision, and... punctuality. Our 
group had to be split in two because of space 
and time limitations on the tour. We were luckily 
on time, but the unfortunate APMM group that 
came after us was late and denied entry! A lot 
of members were very disappointed.  
 
It was fascinating to watch and learn how robots 
and people work together and to see the end 
result—a car rolling off the assembly line. 
 
All X3, X4, X5, and X6 sport utility vehicles are 
made here and shipped all over the world. 
 
We looked through the windows of a climate-
controlled room where the prototypes of 
the X3—X6s are kept. The parts are made of 
aluminum and are the perfectly proportioned 
and measured master components (doors, body) 
of the cars. If there is a problem or dispute on 
the assembly line, these parts are always there 
and true to be checked against. The tour guide 
said the prototypes are worth $1 million each.

BMW Assembly Plant, Spartanburg, SC
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Conference Vendor Report

As a new member to the APMM, I was excited to learn more about 
the members and their businesses. Throughout the history of my 
business, our team has been involved in many different organizations, 
associations and groups. This experience guides us on selecting the 
best organizations that help us grow our business and bring value to 
the fellow members.  
 
The APMM has turned out to be a great fit for SOS. The conference in 
Greenville was a great learning experience and it was a true pleasure 
to meet my fellow members. We are excited about the opportunity 
to provide our goods and services to our fellow members. Our goal 

is to be a true resource for the APMM with regards to 3D printers, scanners, and printing services. Our 
unique value to our customers is we use the technology we provide - this gives us experience in not 
just selling the equipment but actually operating the units on a daily basis. SOS offers unique programs 
for the Markforged line of carbon fiber infused printers, the 3DP1000 large format printer and the full 
line of 3D Systems products. If a fellow member is considering a 3D printer purchase, needs advice on 
various systems, or simply a part printed - SOS is here to help. Contact Kevin Hunter, President of SOS 
at 888 914 7476 or kevin.hunter@sos.works

 
Simplified Office Systems 
submitted by Kevin Hunter

General Plastics Manufacturing Co 
submitted by Wendy Zhou

The APMM conference was a success for General Plastics 
Manufacturing Co. As a longtime supporter of the APMM, General 
Plastics was looking forward to reconnecting with some customers 
and making new connections. In addition to exhibiting at the show, 
we participated in the conference tutorials which offered a unique 
insight to the world of model makers, 3D printing, and manufacturing. 
Needless to say, the tutorials were very enlightening. 
 
Given the type of audience, this conference was a good opportunity 
for us to showcase our FR-4600 Microcell series which is a PU foam 
with an extremely smooth surface quality, making it perfect for 
modeling and tooling applications. With several people expressing 
interest in this product, we’re looking forward to seeing how this 
product might help APMM members.  
wendy_zhou@generalplastics.com
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VP of Social Media

Social Media & You: Building A Better APMM One Tweet At A Time.
 

As the new VP of Social Media, I have been tasked with helping 
usher the APMM and its members into the exciting world of online 
social media, something you may know as Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram, and LinkedIn. The APMM is in a unique position to 
be the leading source for information about model making and 
fabrication techniques to amateur builders and professionals alike, 
thanks to your combined years of expertise and the ease of sharing 
information through social media. The goals of using social media 
as an organization and as individuals should be to help promote our 
own companies and the APMM as a whole, and to show that making 

things is a career choice that many could get into! 
 
At our conference in Greenville in March, we had a large discussion about ways we can expand 
our reach and strengthen the image of the APMM which eventually resulted in a lot of good ideas. 
One of those ideas was to fully embrace the Maker movement and another was to dive into 
social media, which will go hand-in-hand with the current pulse of the Maker movement. Since 
we are always limited in time, budget, and manpower, social media represents the best bang 
for our buck in regards to advertising and exposure. Once we have even a few members using 
social media in the ways I am going to outline, our potential reach can become huge and the next 
generation, the ones using social media for all of their communication, will be introduced to the 
profession of model making and the opportunities it affords. 
 
The reason social media is a worthwhile avenue to explore is because it isn’t only about telling 
the world what you are doing or interested in, it’s also about creating a conversation that will be 
taken offline and into the real world. Best of all, that conversation is free for all and accessible 
anywhere. Social media is a way for all of the individual members of the APMM to keep in 
touch with friends and colleagues while sharing what they are working on, be it personal or 
professional. Further, we can all share our projects and passions with the world and become a 
trusted organization in the field of professional making. 
 
For this reason I am writing to you, our members, to introduce anyone not familiar with social 
media to the tools we are going to be using to build our organization, our memberships, and our 
value to makers everywhere. But first I am going to ask for your help in this adventure! 
                                                                                                                   (continued on page 9)

Joshua Munchow
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CALLING ALL APMM MEMBERS!! SHARE & UNITE!

The APMM requests any and every member to share content with the Social Media VP (ooh, that’s 
me) to help build our online presence and highlight model making as a career! 
 
What do we want from you? 
 
• Quick photos of what is on your workbench, what project or technique are you working with right 
now? Send us a photo or two, or even a video showing what it is you are working on and we will 
share it with the world. 
 
• Pictures of your shop space, machinery, tools, materials; basically anything that interests you 
could interest the world of makers, and maybe even teach them something. 
 
• Tips or tricks of the trade - share photos or a video describing how to do something. It can be 
anything, even down to the best way to sharpen a pencil for use as a marking
instrument. How-to’s are incredibly useful and we would like to share any that you have. 
 
• Photos, videos, descriptions of any making event you go to, be it a Maker Faire, STEM event, 
Hackerspace jam, or even interesting community things with a making slant. 
 
• Failures - pictures, videos, descriptions of something that went wrong. Sometimes the best way 
to learn is to fail and then share that failure with others so they can learn what you learned. 
 
• Obscure processes, random bits of knowledge, a description of the different kind of driver bits 
for screwdrivers, anything interesting and related to making. 
 
• Any content you find online that would be interesting for the APMM to spread around as well. 
Cross-promotion benefits those sharing the links just as much as the people for which the links are 
directed. 
 
If even ten percent of our members send one thing a month we would have enough content to post 
twice a day every single day of the week. This would dramatically increase our presence in the 
world of making and might eventually make the APMM a leader and resource for makers around 
the world.                                                                                                (continued on page 10)

VP of Social Media
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So whenever you are doing something that might be interesting to share, snap a photo and send it 
over to us so we can share it with others who might benefit from it. And if anyone is interested in 
creating instructional content as well, maybe even longer how-to videos that become sought after 
resources on YouTube and the internet in general please have at it! Make it, share it, spread the 
word!! 
 
Also feel free to send in links to things you have found online, so we can share those too. Any 
maker-related video, informational site, or cool new thing can be shared. It’s all about learning and 
sharing! Send your content to the Social Media VP at Socialmedia@modelmakers.org. Send it soon 
and send it often. There is no deadline because this is an ongoing thing, so send whatever you can 
whenever you can, and turn it into a way to give back to the next generation of model makers that 
will be inspired by what we do. 
 
And now if I have gotten you excited about sharing, and you want to know more about what specif-
ically we are doing, where we are doing it, and how you can do it too, click below to go to a quick 
social media tutorial that should help you get started! 
 
How To Do Social Media 
 
I look forward to hearing from many of you as we begin an exciting new chapter in the APMM saga! 
Model makers unite! 
 
Joshua Munchow 
VP of Social Media 
Socialmedia@modelmakers.org

VP of Social Media
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Member News

STERalloy FDG is the first Liquid Molding Polymer Alloy 
Series that has been specifically designed for food and drug 
applications. All of the products in the STERalloy FDG Series 
exhibit unique physical and chemical properties, are FDA 
approvable and have excellent processing properties. STERalloy 
FDG Series fills the high current demand for products that are 
used in food and drug applications. 
 
The food, drug, pharmaceutical, wine, beer, juice, dairy, 
hospital equipment, and prosthetic industries are just some 
examples of applications that require special products such as 
STERalloy FDG. 

http://rudolphbros.com/ 
 

New Product
submitted by Kevin Rudolph, Rudolph Bros. & Co

APMM Board of Directors (March 2016—March 2018) 
 
President: Peter Mack, Steelcase, Inc., Grand Rapids, MI

Treasurer: Paul Chabala, Crown Equipment Corp., New Bremen, OH

Secretary: Bruce Willey, Everybody Makes, St. Paul, MN

VP of Conferences: Chris Lewis, Ryobi/TTI, Anderson, SC

VP of Communication: Audrey Farrell, Nike, Inc., Beaverton, OR

VP of Education: Nathan McCaughan, Steelcase, Inc., Grand Rapids, MI

VP of Social Media: Joshua Munchow, Formation Design Group, Atlanta, GA

VP of Vendor Relations: Jill Kenik, Acropolis Studios Model Works, Inc., Ste. Genevieve, MO

VP of Member Resources: Jennifer Shorb, HTS Advanced Solutions, Houston, TX

Executive Director: Samanthi (Sam) Martinez, APMM, Hamilton, NY
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Member News

Shop Talk
From Jill Kenik, Acropolis Studios Model Works 
 
“Here’s my newest toy—not even old enough to get a good layer of 
shop dust— 

BurrKing 10” variable speed polishing machine. Adjustable height 
stand lets me get the height just right to ease the back and 
shoulder pain from long hours of polishing. Definitely the nicest 
buffing machine I’ve ever come across. Built right here in 
Missouri, USA! 
 
http://wwwburrking.com 
 
Great line of sanders, polishers, vibratory tumblers----guess I need 
to see if I can bring them into the APMM vendor fold!”

From Bob Schneider, Whirlpool 
 
“6-inch flexible duct on our 5’ x 9’ router. One swivel up top where the hose connects to the dust collector 
system. You can see the flexible hose is de-laminating from the wire support at the router head. The router 
moves around quite a bit when it is cutting. What has your shop done? Any ideas?”
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Member News

In 1930, American Boy Magazine sponsored the “Airplane Model League 

of America Senior Scale Model Contest.” The first Prize was $200, a Silver 

Trophy Cup, and a six week trip to England and France with other contest 

winners. In England, the contest winners competed in the Wakefield 

International Fuselage Model Plane Flight contest. 

 

17-year-old William H. Chaffee won first place in the scale model contest 

and 6th place competing in the model plane flight contest. 

 

The chief rule for eligibility was that the model had to be a reproduction 

of any man-carrying airplane and had to have an exact wing spread of 

24”. The scale model judging was based on two things—accuracy to scale 

and excellence of workmanship and detail. 

William spent 500 hours building his P-12B from official AMLA plans (seen 

below) and despite the rules saying control surfaces do not need to work, 

every one of the control surfaces works by a mechanism from the cockpit. 
 
William H. Chaffee was the father of APMM member Hal Chaffee. William 

started Model Builders, Inc. in 1950. 

 

A special exhibit of the Boeing P-12B biplane 

model and the silver trophy will be on display 

this summer (June, July, and August) at the 
Academy of Model Aeronautics in Muncie, 

Indiana. 

 

The Academy of Model Aeronautics will 

be hosting a wide variety of contests for RC 

planes and helicopters this summer, as well as 

two contests for control line planes.

www.modelaircraft.org 

amablog.modelaircraft.org

William H. Chaffee,1930

Model Making in History 
Special Exhibit of 1930 Model P-12B 
submitted by Hal Chaffee
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Model Shop Practical Jokes!

Many years ago I worked at a model shop that had a small vacant lot next 
to it. Some puddles would form whenever it rained, and occasionally an 
egret, a crane-like bird that was all white with yellow legs and beak, would 
stop by to hunt for frogs and bugs.  
 
One day, after work hours of course, I made a simple 2D profile shape 
of the bird in plywood, painted it with white Krylon, used marker for 
the eye and a few feather outlines, then 2 yellow wood dowels for legs. 
When it was planted in a puddle about 30 feet from our parking lot, it 
looked pretty convincing, worthy of a second glance. As people came in 
to the shop, I would ask them if they had seen the bird out in the field, 
explaining what it was and their habits and generally trying to build up 
interest. Then I would tell them that this bird seemed to be really tame 
and you could feed it a cracker and then hand them one to try. 
  
Most people would get within 10 feet before they realized it was a fake, 
and a couple actually were holding out the cracker, calling to the bird. We 

would be watching and trying hard not to laugh out loud. Had to stop when one of our regular clients got mud 
on his Italian leather shoes. 
Bob Schneider 

One of my favorites is taking the blade out of a #1 Xacto handle and 
cheerfully saying, “Catch!” to someone walking into the room as you toss it 
to him. You should see the contortions they go through to avoid being hit by 
the harmless handle! 
Paul N. Pallansch


This is what happens when a tough 
guy leaves for Sabbatical with creative 
coworkers (model makers). 
Names withheld to protect the guilty... 
Tanya S.

Send your best model shop practical jokes to: 
communications@modelmakers.org!
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It’s safe to assume that model makers have used Dry Transfers or some sort of applied graphics for decades. 
Custom Dry Transfers are one of the easiest means of adding logos, graphics, and special effects to a 
model or small production parts. You could describe them as being like a sticker or decal, in that there is 
an adhesive coating to adhere it to the part. The ink film is thin, so the applied transfer gives the feel and 
look of screen printing, pad printing, hot stamping, or engraving. Over the years Dry Transfers have been 
referred to as: Rub Downs, INTs, Chromatecs, or Rub Offs.

John Zell at Camera Graphics in Portland, Oregon has been supplying model shops and makers since 2003 
and he has been a big supporter of APMM since the Portland Conference in 2008.

Camera Graphics is a small pre-press and graphic services company that prides itself on working closely 
with YOU, the customer, and delivering quality fast. In many cases it’s next day, because the painted model 
or parts will be ready for graphics tomorrow.

The uses for transfers are limited only to your imagination.  They allow you to apply graphics quickly and 
easily on a limited or smaller production scale as needed. Expensive printing equipment is not needed to 
add graphics to almost anything. The ink film has some stretch, so application to contours is possible.  
 
Substrates that Transfers will adhere to include Paper, Plastics, Wood, Metal, Glass, Stone, Leather, 
Ceramic, and some Fabric. 
 
Although Dry Transfers will adhere to a wide variety of paints, coatings, and finishes, the durability of the 
transfer (ink film) is limited. It can be scratched (with some force) and its chemical resistance is low. In 
most applications, we recommend that a finish be applied over the transfer for maximum durability.  Also, 
both the adhesion to the substrate and the suitability of various finishes should be tested. Most model shops 
use an automotive paint system and the compatibility with those systems is great. The type of handling the 
part will receive will dictate if a clear coat is needed. Most shops apply a finish. 
                                                                                                                                    (continued on page 16)

Vendor Spotlight
submitted by John Zell
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Vendor Spotlight

Since dry transfers are made using a photographic method as part of the process, very fine detail can be 
reproduced — much finer detail than any computer vinyl cutting machine can produce.  The dry transfers’ 
thin ink film is more desirable than pressure sensitive vinyls or polyesters, which are thicker.  Extremely tight 
registration on a multi-color design is not a problem. Transfers with as many as 8 colors in perfect registration 
have been produced. 
 
One of the best features of Transfers is color matching. The Pantone® Solid Coated swatch book is the 
standard and custom swatches can be submitted for matching. A Dry Transfer is opaque, so when applied to 
any colored part the matched color will be bright and stand out. Metallics, Fluorescents, and Foils are also 
available. Clear transfers can be made so as to simulate a spot clear coat or a varnish. A clear transfer has 
been used to simulate graphics or details that will ultimately be molded in the final production parts. A clear 
transfer can also simulate the effect of sandblasting or etching on a clear part. Transparent color transfers 
can be made for a back lite application.

A common request is for “Second Surface” transfers. The graphics are to be applied to a clear substrate and 
you want to read or see the graphics through the clear material. The adhesive is on top of the graphics rather 
than on the back for the typical “First Surface” application. The clear part is generally “back painted” after 
the graphics are applied. The graphics will remain brilliant after painting. 
 
Speaking of adhesive, there are two avenues for getting the adhesive on a finished sheet of dry transfers. 
One method is called “Registered Adhesive” and the other is called “Last Down Adhesive.” Camera Graphics 
can do either method, but mainly provides “Registered.” In “Registered,” the adhesive is only on the graphics 
itself. In “Last Down” the entire back of the sheet is coated with adhesive. The two different methods use 
different adhesives. Registered is higher tack and Last Down has a longer properly stored shelf life. The down 
side to “Last Down” is that you generally get adhesive on the part outside of the image area. There is no risk 
of this with “Registered,” which makes it the cleanest application. 
 
An order for a sheet of Transfers, starts with a vector art file created in Adobe Illustrator or possibly Corel 
Draw. The sheet sizes produced are 6”x9”, 8.5”x11”, 11”x17”, and 14” x 20.” You can fill this sheet (artboard 
or page size) layout with as much as you want. One color transfers are generally made from an Illustrator 
file that is created entirely in Black. All elements in the file are 100% CMYK Black. You then let us know what 
color(s) you want the transfer sheet(s) to be.  In the case of a multi color transfer, the art needs to be made 
in the exact spot colors needed on the finished sheet. A separate art preparation document is available for 
designers to follow as a guide for creating the sheet layout. 
                                                                                                                                       (continued on page 17)
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Some shops may not have in house graphic design 
capabilities or the time to deal with files. Camera 
Graphics can take the files provided by your cus-
tomers, determine their suitability, and create the 
sheet layout for you. This is done pretty regularly 
for many customers.  The typical scenario is: here’s 
the logo, it needs to be this size, this color, I’m 
making X number of models, so give me plenty of 
extras on the sheet. Oh, and by the way, the parts 
will be ready for these graphics on this date.  
 
The making of a dry transfer is a multi-step hand 

made process. There are no fancy process specific printers or elaborate equipment involved in making the 
actual transfer sheet. Producing the film negatives (from digital files) then used in making the sheet does 
require specific imaging equipment. Colors are mixed by hand in small batches. We use a photospectrome-
ter to check color match accuracy.

Camera Graphics works closely with it’s customers when it comes to delivery. Keep in mind that John is a 
one-man-band and some days he gets booked solid. Flexibility on delivery may need to come in play and 
communication is the key.

A comprehensive full color brochure is available with all the information you’ll need to know. One benefit 
for shops is the fact that Camera Graphics is located on the West Coast. This is an advantage for those 
who reside in the east or central parts of the US and need an order to arrive tomorrow.

You can contact John at 503-234-1967 from 8am until 4:30pm (PST) Monday to Friday. Or email him at 
transfers@cgpdx.com. Email works great, but sometimes a phone call to discuss a project and pose lots of 
questions work best.

Camera Graphics has built a very loyal and confident customer following through APMM and word of 
mouth. They are ready to help you with Custom Dry Transfers for your next project.

Vendor Spotlight
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I attended the advisory board meeting for the Bemidji State University design 
program at the end of April and I have news about their new model making 
program. As you may know, BSU lost their model making program a couple of years 
back. I am happy to report that it has just completed its first semester of model 
making classes. These are all intro classes because everyone is just starting out so 
we will have to wait about four years to hire any of these people. 
 
The way they have set it up is much like the program of the late 90’s early 2000’s 
when the program was at its peak. At that time they decided to take it from an 
emphasis to its own major and it was not able to meet the guidelines that being a 

major entailed. As an emphasis they are under the design umbrella and are insulated so they aren’t so visible. 
For example, if they are a little deficient in headcount, Design as a whole makes up the difference. They had 
around fifty students taking model making classes and from those students some will become enchanted with 
model making and take up the gauntlet, much like I did.  
 
They are looking for new ways to market the program and have expressed interest in our endorsement of their 
program. I will be keeping in touch with Lyle Muelebroeck who heads up the program to offer any guidance 
and help that the APMM can offer.

Nathan McCaughan 
VP of Education 
education@modelmakers.org

VP of Education

Nathan McCaughan 
Bemidji State University’s Model Making Program 

The MILE is one of the APMM’s most valuable resources. Here’s how you can take 
advantage of a real-time, far-reaching method of communicating with other professional 
model makers for resources, ideas and solutions for your next challenging project. 
 
To subscribe to the MILE: go to your member profile, select My Features tab, then click 
on E-Lists. Choose MILE from the E-List menu. 
Go to Member Profile: https://apmm.memberclicks.net/update-member-profile

To mail to the list once you are subscribed: mile@modelmakers.org
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Do you have anything you would like to see in the next newsletter? Send your submisions to: communications@modelmakers.org 
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